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Abstract: 

Due to high emissions of CO2 and the impact it has on our environment, CO2 capture from gases is becoming more and more 
important. There has been performed a lot of work regarding simulation of CO2 removal at TUC However, little has been 
done on comparison of different tools.  

In this thesis, three different CO2-capture configurations have been simulated using two different process simulators, Aspen 
HYSYS and Aspen Plus. In Aspen HYSYS, Kent-Eisenberg and Li-Mather was used as equilibrium models while eNRTL 
(electrolyte Non-Random Two-Liquid) was used in Aspen Plus. Both equilibrium and rate-based simulations were performed 
in Aspen Plus. The configurations simulated were a standard post-combustion process, vapor recompression and vapor 
recompression combined with split stream.  

CO2 removal efficiency was kept at 85% and Murphree efficiency was kept constant at 0.25. Number of stages in the 
absorber varied in some cases. The energy consumption was then compared for all the cases.  

The energy consumption for the standard post-combustion process was calculated to 3.37 – 4.26 MJ/kg CO2. The Aspen Plus 
equilibrium model calculated the lowest energy consumption while the Aspen Plus rate-based model calculated the highest. 

The equivalent energy consumption for vapor recompression was calculated to 2.92 – 3.82 MJ/kg CO2. The equivalent 
energy consumption is reboiler duty + 4 times compressor duty. The Aspen HYSYS Li-Mather model calculated the lowest 
value while the Aspen Plus rate-based model calculated the highest. The optimum pressure before compression was found to 
be 1.2 bar for all cases except for the rate-based calculation of vapor recompression combined with split stream. 

The equivalent energy consumption for vapor recompression combined with split stream was calculated to 3.0 – 4.1 MJ/kg 
CO2. The Aspen HYSYS Li-Mather model calculated the lowest energy consumption while the Aspen Plus rate-based model 
calculated the highest. The pressure before compression was kept at 1.2 bar. 

The different programs and models calculated an improvement in equivalent energy consumption for the vapor 
recompression configuration varying from 0.21 – 0.50 MJ/kg CO2. The Aspen Plus equilibrium model calculated the lowest 
improvement while Kent-Eisenberg and Li-Mather calculated the highest. For vapor recompression combined with split 
stream, the improvement varied from 0.15 – 0.39 MJ/kg CO2. Aspen Plus rate-based calculated the lowest value while Aspen 
HYSYS Li-Mather calculated the highest. This process configuration proved difficult to simulate using the rate-based model. 

The results indicate that the vapor recompression configuration is considered to be the most reasonable configuration for 
reducing the energy consumption. This is in agreement with earlier studies. The most optimum process configuration and 
most optimum process parameters were calculated to be the same in almost all the simulations. 

Telemark University College accepts no responsibility for results and conclusions presented in this report. 
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Preface 
This thesis has been developed during the 4th semester of the master program Process 
Technology at Telemark University College.  

 

Two different process simulation tools have been used, Aspen HYSYS and Aspen Plus. 

Knowledge of the simulation tools is not fundamental to the reader.  

However, the reader should have knowledge regarding chemical engineering when reading 
this report 

 

I would like to thank my supervisor, Lars Erik Øi, for his guidance and patience during the 
development of this thesis.  

 

 

Porsgrunn, 31. May 2013 

Stian Holst Pedersen Kvam 
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Nomenclature 
ΔT Temperature difference 

ΔP Pressure drop 

ADJ Adjust-operator  

eNRTL Electrolyte Non-Random Two-Liquid 

Eq Equilibrium 

K-E Kent-Eisenberg 

L Lean (Aspen Plus simulations) 

L-M Li-Mather 

LNG-exchanger Multi-stream exchanger 

MEA Monoethanolamine 

NRTL Non-Random Two-Liquid 

PFD  Process flow diagram 

R Rich (Aspen Plus simulations) 

RB Rate-based 

RCY Recycle 

S Semilean (Aspen Plus simulations) 

Wt% Weight-% 

Q Duty  
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1 Introduction

Emissionof greenhousegases,i.e. carbondioxide, fluorinegases,nitrousoxideandmethane,

is contributingto oneof thelargestchallengesin theworld today.EventhoughF-gases,

nitrousoxideandsulfurhexafluoridehavedecreasedoverthelasttwo decades,theCO2

emissionshaveincreased.Accordingto “Statistisksentralbyrå” (SSB2012), CO2 emissions

increasedby 28%in theperiod1990-2011andcontributedto 84%of thetotalamountof

greenhousegasemissions.

Dueto theclimatechangeandtheimpactCO2 hason it, newtechnologiesis under

developmentto keepgreenhousegasemissionsundercontrol.

Figure 1–1 Emissionof greenhousegasesfrom 1990-2011in MTONCO2-equivalents(SSB

2012)

1.1 Purpose

Purposeof this thesisis to calculatethepotentialin energyreductionusingvapor

recompressionin CO2captureusingmonoethanolamine.Anotheraimof this thesisis to

compareAspenHYSYSandAspenPlus.At TelemarkUniversityCollege,therehasbeen

performeda lot of work regardingsimulationof CO2 capturebut mostof thiswork hasbeen

performedby focusingononesimulationsoftwareat thetime.
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1.2 Previous work 
For most of the work performed at Telemark University College, the focus has primarily been 
on one process simulator at the time, but there are a couple of theses that compares different 
process simulators. 

Kumara Munasinghe(Munasinghe 2009) compared Aspen HYSYS and ProMax for the 
absorption process. He compared the effects of different models such as Li-Mather, Kent-
Eisenberg, Wilson, NRTL and eNRTL. 

It was concluded that ProMax gives better results; almost 66% lower compared to Aspen 
Hysys, when it comes to MEA concentration in the exhaust gas. Munasinghe still concluded 
that Aspen HYSYS with either Li-Mather or Kent-Eisenberg was better to use and that 
Wilson or NRTL was better to use for the water wash section.  

Espen Hansen(Hansen 2011) performed simulation of a general CO2 capture process using 
three different process simulators; Aspen HYSYS, Aspen Plus and ProMax. The removal 
efficiencies varied from 77.22 – 88.60% and the reboiler duties varied from 3.53 – 4.43 
MJ/kg CO2. It was found that Aspen Plus rate-based model calculated the largest reboiler duty 
while Aspen HYSYS Li-Mather model calculated the lowest reboiler duty. The differences in 
removal efficiencies are due to variation of circulation rate, variation of stages and variation 
of Murphree efficiencies.  

Jostein Bergstrøm(Bergstrøm 2012) compared Aspen HYSYS and Aspen Plus regarding split-
stream configuration. In Aspen HYSYS, both Kent-Eisenberg and Li-Mather were used and 
equilibrium- and rate-based model was used in Aspen Plus. 

Li-Mather gave the highest reduction in reboiler duty with 0.2-0.25 MJ/kg CO2. Kent-
Eisenberg and the equilibrium model in Aspen Plus gave a reduction of approximately 0.15 
MJ/kg CO2. 

The rate-based model in Aspen Plus gave the lowest reduction of approximately 0.05-0.10 
MJ/kg CO2.  

In a bachelor thesis(Berg et. al 2012), the aim was to compare four different flow sheet 
configurations; standard post-combustion process, split stream, vapor recompression and a 
combination of vapor recompression and split stream. The energy consumption was 
respectively found to be 3,3-, 3,2-, 2,9- and 3,0 MJ/kg CO2 removed. The standard post 
combustion process was simulated using Kent-Eisenberg model while Li-Mather model was 
used for the other configurations. 

1.3 Objectives 
Thesis description can be found in Appendix A. 
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2 Process descriptions 
Due to high operational costs involved running a post combustion process, finding alternative 
configurations in order to reduce reboiler duty have become more applicable. In this section, 
different configurations will be described.  

2.1 Standard post combustion process 
The exhaust gas enters the bottom of the absorber where the gas meets the absorption liquid, 
MEA and water, which enter at the top of the absorber. 

The counter-current flow of the flue gas and the absorption liquid makes sure that the MEA 
reacts with CO2. The gas leaving the top of the absorber contains mostly water and nitrogen 
but also some MEA and CO2. The bottom product is a CO2-rich stream.  

The rich stream is being pumped through the main heat exchanger where it is heated by the 
bottom product of the distillation column. The heated rich stream enters the distillation 
column where the MEA is stripped of the absorption liquid so it can be reused. The top 
product, distillate, contains mostly CO2 and H2O. 

The bottom product is a lean mixture and is pumped through the main heat exchanger where it 
exchanges heat with the rich stream. The lean stream is further cooled by a cooler and is re-
circulated back to the absorber.  

 

 
Figure 2–1 Flow chart of a standard post combustion configuration(Berg et. al 2012) 

 

 

2.2 Inter-stage temperature control 
CO2 removal by chemical absorption from a flue gas is performed at temperatures around    
40-60°C. This is because the absorption rate is highest in this temperature range when using a 
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30-wt% amine solution. The absorption process is an exothermic process, which leads to a 
temperature increase of the solvent. A part of the temperature increase is offset by evaporation 
of water to the flue gas stream, but there is still an overall increase in temperature. The 
driving forces for the absorption will be limited by this temperature increase, which will lead 
to lower absorption capacity of the MEA solvent. Low temperature is favored by 
thermodynamically CO2 absorption reaction and higher temperature is favored by reaction 
kinetics. Improved viscosities and diffusion coefficients is a result from higher temperature 
that will lead to a higher mass transfer coefficients. Adjusting the temperature and flow of the 
flue gas and lean solvent can control the absorber temperature at the top and bottom. 
Temperature variations still occurs within the column (Cousins 2011). 

A process for controlling the temperature profile in the absorber was suggested by 
Aroonwilas and Veawab (Aroonwilas 2007). Because of the temperature control, Aroonwilas 
and Veawab claims that a higher CO2 loading is achieved compared to the base case. This 
process uses heat from the top of the absorber to enhance the kinetically limited mass transfer. 
In the lower stages, inter-stage cooling is used in order to provide thermodynamically driven 
mass transfer by maintaining a higher CO2 loading in the solvent.  

 

 
Figure 2–2 Flow chart of inter-stage temperature control configuration(Cousins 2011) 

 

Using a part of the condensate removed from the CO2 leaving the stripper cools the vapor 
upstream of the separator. The heated condensate is used as feed to the reboiler, reducing the 
steam demand in the reboiler. A 56% energy saving in reboiler duty was claimed compared to 
the base case. This is due to the higher CO2 loading in the rich solvent, which leads to a 
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higher percentage of flashed CO2 before the stripper and lower circulation rate of the 
absorbent. 

 

2.3 Heat-integrated stripping column 
It was suggested by (Leites 2003) to use a heat-integrated stripping column in order to reduce 
the energy penalty associated with the regeneration of the amine solution. In this process the 
rich/lean heat exchanger is fully integrated into the stripping column. By doing this, the 
operation and equilibrium conditions are brought closer together along the height of the 
column, lowering the exergy1 expenditure.  

 
Figure 2–3 Flow chart of heat-integrated stripping column configuration(Cousins 2011) 

 

Leites et al. claims that by introducing this modified configuration into a newly built 
ammonia plant, the heat requirement has been reduced by 55-66% compared to the base case.  

                                                

 
1 Exergy: “Maximum useful work possible during a process that brings the system into equilibrium with a heat 
reservoir” Wikipedia (2004). "Exergy." from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exergy. 

  

Journal Identification = IJGGC Article Identification = 385 Date: July 6, 2011 Time: 2:22 pm

A. Cousins et al. / International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control 5 (2011) 605–619 609

Fig. 3. Schematic of inter-stage temperature control process as outlined in patent No. WO 2007/07004.

Aroonwilas and Veawab modelled this process using an in-house
simulator. They claim a 56% energy saving in reboiler heat duty
compared to the base case when using a 30% MEA  solution. This
energy saving is said to be due to the higher CO2 loading attainable
in the rich solvent, leading to a higher percentage of CO2 flashing
before the stripper, and a lower circulating absorbent flow rate.

2.3.  Heat-integrated stripping column

Leites et al. (2003) have suggested using a heat-integrated
stripping column to reduce the energy penalty associated with
regenerating amine solutions (Fig. 4). Here the lean/rich heat
exchange is fully integrated into the stripping column. This brings
the equilibrium and operating conditions closer together along the
length of the stripping column, lowering the exergy expenditure.
Leites et al. claim that incorporating this concept for the removal of
CO2 into newly built ammonia plant has lowered the heat require-
ment by about 1/2 to 1/3 of that used in the conventional process.

The  use of a heat-integrated stripping column (internal
exchange stripper) in a PCC process has been modelled by
Oyenekan and Rochelle (2006a) using Aspen Plus custom
modeller®. Their studies found the total work of the internal
exchange stripper (including CO2 compression) to be 17% lower
than that of a conventional stripper.

2.4. Split flow process

A  process modification for potential application to the capture
of CO2 from near atmospheric flue gases is the split flow process.
This concept was first suggested by Shoeld in 1934 and is outlined
in Fig. 5. It is described by Geleff (2004) as one of the first meth-
ods proposed for addressing temperature problems in the absorber.
Here the absorber and stripper are split into two or more stages.
Partially used/regenerated solvent is then recycled between the
middle stages. Lean/rich solvent is recycled as in the base case.

Lean solv ent

Flue  gas

Rich solvent

Coolin g st rea m

Condensa te

Stea m

Absorb er 
bott oms pump

Carbon dioxid e

Power station 
flue  gas

Abso rbe r 
column

Heat -
integrated 
strippin g 
colu mn

Cleaned  
flue gas

CO2

Reboiler

Fig. 4. Process flow diagram for the purification of gas containing CO2 with MEA
using a heat-integrated stripper as outlined by Leites et al. (2003).

It is suggested that the more optimal temperature profile
obtained in the absorber leads to better absorption of CO2, poten-
tially reducing the size of the absorber. Shoeld claims a 50%
reduction in steam usage within the stripping column compared
to processes using a single stage absorber and stripper. This claim
is based on the comparison of a typical set of operating data for sin-
gle stage and split-flow systems using a sodium phenolate solution
to capture the acid gas. Although specific pressures are not given
in the patent, it is considered likely that this process was originally
intended for use with high pressure process gas streams.
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Oyenekan and Rochelle(Oyenekan 2006a) developed such a model in Aspen Plus custom 
modeller. They found that the total work of the internal exchange stripper (including CO2 
compression) is 17% lower compared to a conventional stripper. 

 

2.4 Multi-pressure stripper 
Multi-pressure stripping is a design developed by G. Rochelle(Rochelle 2004). The stripper is 
divided into separate stages with different pressure at each stage. The vapor from a lower 
pressure stage is compressed and returned to a stage with a higher pressure. The liquid solvent 
will flash when moving down through the stripper. This design allows for recovery of the 
latent heat of water, which contributes to reducing the reboiler duty. The CO2 product will 
have a higher pressure than it would have with a conventional striper, leading to a lower 
energy requirement for the final compression.  

The total energy requirement for compression will be slightly higher than that of a vapor 
recompression concept. Depending on the rich CO2 partial pressure, Oyenekan and 
Rochelle(Oyenekan 2006b) claims that the reboiler duty has been reduced by 20-27%. They 
also claim an 8% saving in equivalent work for the multi-stage stripper compared to a 
conventional base case stripper. 

 

 
Figure 2–4 Flow chart of multi-pressure stripper configuration(Cousins 2011) 

2.5 Compressor integration 
The top product of the distillation column contains mostly CO2. The gas has to be compressed 
before it can be transported and stored. During the compression of the gas, heat is being 

Journal Identification = IJGGC Article Identification = 385 Date: July 6, 2011 Time: 2:22 pm

A. Cousins et al. / International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control 5 (2011) 605–619 613

Lean solvent  / vap our

Rich solvent / Reflux

Cond ensat e

Stea m

Acid  gas

Acid  ga s

CO2 stripping  
column

Compre ssor

Reboiler

Refl ux

Fla sh
dru m

Feed gas

Feed  gas

Cleaned 
feed gas

Fig. 11. Incorporation of vapour recompression in solvent regeneration as outlined
in patent No. WO  2007/075466.

tional energy requirement of compressing the flashed vapours (18%
increase in electrical power), the net energy requirement of the
system is decreased (5% decrease in steam and electrical power
operating cost, 11% decrease in reboiler steam). In addition, the
cooling water consumption is also decreased. A 6% decrease in
the diameter of the stripping column is also claimed. All of these
claims are based on simulation results and compared to a stan-
dard stripping column. Other vapour recompression concepts have
been outlined by Woodhouse and Rushfeldt (2008, patent No. WO
2008/063079), Benson and McRea (1979, Patent No. US 4160810),
and Batteux and Godard (1983, Patent No. US 4384875).

Oyenekan and Rochelle (2006a,b) have modelled various alter-
native desorber/stripper designs in an attempt to reduce the energy
required to regenerate the amine solvent. One such design that
has shown promise is the multi-pressure (or multi-flash) stripper
(Rochelle, 2004; Fig. 12), which is another extension of the simple
vapour recompression concept. In this configuration, the stripper
is divided into separate stages, each operating at a different pres-
sure. The vapour from a lower pressure stage is compressed and
subsequently used as stripping medium in a higher pressure stage.
The liquid solvent is then flashed as it moves downwards through
subsequently lower pressure stages.

Lean  so lvent

Rich solvent / Reflux / 
Compr essed  va pour  -
cond ens ate

Steam   
cond ens ate

Stea m

Aci d ga s / vap our Pressu rise d 
acid ga s

Multi-pressure 
strippin g colu mn

Reboiler

Cooling str eam

High pressure 
stage

Med ium  
pressure stage

Low  pre ssure 
stag e

Rich solvent

Lean solvent

Fig. 12. Multi-pressure stripper as outlined by Rochelle (2004).

Lean solvent

Rich solvent

Heat source

Acid gas / vapour

Cooling stream

Compression
train

Rich solvent

High pressure 
stripper

Medium pressure 
stripper

Low pressure 
stripper

Leant solvent 
flows to absorber

Fig. 13. Matrix stripping as outlined by Rochelle and Oyenekan (2008). Lean/rich
heat  exchange not shown.

Multi-pressure stripping allows the latent heat of water to be
recovered, thus lowering reboiler duties. As the final CO2 product
is produced at a higher pressure than from a conventional strip-
per, less energy is required for final compression to sequestration
pressures. However, the overall energy required for compression is
increased compared to the ‘base case’ with compression, as some
water vapour is compressed with the CO2. Oyenekan and Rochelle
(2006b) claim that the reboiler duty is reduced by 20–27% (depend-
ing on rich CO2 partial pressure). In addition, they claim an 8%
saving in equivalent work for the multi-pressure stripper compared
to the ‘base case’ (30% MEA).

2.6. Matrix stripping

Rochelle  and Oyenekan (2008) (also Oyenekan and Rochelle,
2006a) have proposed a further extension of the multi-pressure
stripper, that of matrix stripping. Matrix stripping is a more com-
plex system, with a number of strippers operating at different
pressures in a matrix pattern, as outlined in Fig. 13. In this con-
figuration, the rich solvent from the absorber is split into three
streams. One stream then enters the top of each stripping column.
Partially regenerated solvent from the highest pressure stripper
flows into the middle of the sequentially lower pressure stripper.
The vapour from the top of each column is then cooled, and sent
to different stages along the compression train for final compres-
sion. This utilises the latent heat of the water vapour as with the
multi-pressure stripper, but without the inefficiency of the addi-
tional compression stages. Lean solvent streams leaving the lowest
pressure stripper are heat-exchanged with the incoming rich sol-
vent streams (not shown) before being recycled to the absorber.
Reductions in stripping energy requirements of 15–30% over the
base case are claimed (based on simulation results).

2.7. Heat integration

Finally,  in the standard post combustion capture process, there
are many areas where heat is added or removed. A number of
researchers have proposed methods for recovering some of the
usable heat otherwise lost in the process. One such example is
that proposed by Kamijo et al. (2006, Patent No. EP 1695756).
They claim to reduce reboiler heat duty by extracting semi-lean
CO2 loaded solvent from the stripping column and heat exchang-
ing it with hot exhaust gas from the boiler. The heated solvent is
then returned to the stripping column, boosting mid-regenerator
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produced. The principle of compressor integration is that the heat produced during 
compression is used in the regeneration process in order to reduce steam demand for the 
reboiler. 

 

 
Figure 2–5 Flow chart of compressor integration configuration(Berg et. al 2012) 

 

You can choose to have a condenser at the top of the desorber. If a condenser is used, you 
can’t use the heat produced from the first compressor stage because the temperature is not 
high enough. If a condenser is not chosen, the heat produced from first compressor stage can 
be utilized. If a condenser is not used, the main challenge is the high fraction of water in the 
steam going into the compressor due to high exit temperature from the desorber. This may 
lead to high compressor work(Berg et. al 2012). 
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2.6 Vapor recompression 
The exhaust gas enters the bottom of the absorption column where it comes in contact with 
the absorption liquid, MEA and water. The absorption liquid enters at the top of the column. 
There are two exiting streams from the absorber, one at the top and one from the bottom. The 
top product is sweet gas containing mostly water and nitrogen but also some CO2 and MEA. 
The bottom product is a CO2-rich stream.  

The rich stream is pumped through the main heat exchanger where it is heated by the bottom 
product of the distillation column before entering the distillation column. The CO2 is stripped 
from the absorption liquid, which leaves the bottom of the column as a CO2-lean stream. The 
distillate contains mostly CO2 and water. The bottom product goes through a valve where 
pressure is reduced and vapor flashes off. The stream enters a two-phase separator where the 
top product is vapor and bottom product is liquid. The vapor product is compressed, where 
pressure and temperature increases, and is entering the reboiler. 

The bottom product of the two-phase separator is pumped through the main heat exchanger 
where it exchanges heat with the rich stream. The lean stream is further cooled before it is re-
circulated back to the absorber. 

 

 
Figure 2–6 Flow chart of vapor recompression configuration(Cousins 2011) 
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2.7 Vapor recompression + split stream 
The exhaust gas enters the bottom of the absorption column where it comes in contact with 
the absorption liquid, MEA and water. The absorption liquid enters at the top of the column. 
There are two exiting streams from the absorber, one at the top and one at the bottom. The top 
product is sweet gas containing mostly water and nitrogen but also some CO2 and MEA. The 
bottom product is a CO2-rich stream.  

The rich stream is pumped through the main heat exchanger where it is heated before entering 
the distillation column. The CO2 is stripped from the absorption liquid, which leaves the 
bottom of the column as a CO2-lean stream. The distillate contains mostly CO2 and water.  

The bottom product is split into two streams, semilean and lean. The semilean stream goes 
through the main heat exchanger, where it heats up the CO2-rich stream. The semilean outlet 
is further cooled by a cooler and enters the absorber at the middle of the column. 

The lean stream goes through a valve where pressure is reduced and vapor flashes off. The 
stream enters a two-phase separator where the top product is vapor and bottom product is 
liquid. The vapor product is compressed, where pressure and temperature increases, and 
returned to the reboiler. 

The bottom product of the two-phase separator is pumped through the main heat exchanger 
where it exchanges heat with the CO2-rich stream. The lean stream is further cooler by a 
cooler before it is re-circulated back to the top of the absorber. 

 
Figure 2–7 Flow chart of vapor recompression + split stream configuration 
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3 Process simulations 
This thesis includes simulations of three different configurations using Aspen HYSYS and 
Aspen Plus. These configurations are a base case, vapor recompression and vapor 
recompression combined with split stream. The simulations in Aspen HYSYS were simulated 
using Kent-Eisenberg and Li-Mather equilibrium models; non-ideal gas phase was chosen. In 
Aspen Plus, the eNRTL model were used for the equilibrium and rate-based simulations. 

The CO2 removal efficiency was set to be 85% and was kept constant. For the absorption 
column, it means that 85% of the CO2 in the flue gas is removed and the remaining 15% exits 
through the top of the column.  

The user has the option to specify Murphree efficiency (tray efficiency) in the simulation 
software. For Kent-Eisenberg, Li-Mather and equilibrium eNRTL, Murphree efficiency was 
specified to 0.25 in the absorber and 1.0 in the desorber. For the rate-based model in Aspen 
Plus “true component approach” was used, meaning that the user will not be able to specify 
Murphree efficiency due to the presence of ionic species in the system. 

The minimum temperature approach in the rich/lean heat exchanger was set to be 5°C. 

The pressure in the absorber was kept constant at 1.1 bar. The pressure in the desorber was 
kept constant at 2 bar. The reflux ratio in the desorber was specified to 0.3 and reboiler 
temperature was specified to 120°C. 

An article presented at the SIMS2007 conference in Gothenburg(Øi 2007) has been used 
regarding the initial set of parameters for the base case. Values from this article can be viewed 
in (Øi 2007) with minor changes from.  

In this thesis, the simulations do not contain the water wash section, pre-treatment of the flue 
gas or post-treatment of the distillate. This has been decided in corporation with the 
supervisor, as it will not have any effect on the energy reduction potential.  
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Table 3–1 Stream specifications for simulations in Aspen HYSYS and Aspen Plus 

Sour Gas: Specifications: 

Sour gas temperature 40 °C 

Sour gas pressure 1.1 bar (a) 

Sour gas flow 85 000 kmole/h 

Mole fractions:  

     CO2 0.0373 

     H2O 0.0671 

Lean MEA:  

Lean MEA temperature 40 °C 

Lean MEA pressure 1.1 bar (a) 

Lean MEA flow 120 000 kmole/h 

Mass fractions2:  

     MEA 0.29 

     CO2 0.055 

Number of stages absorber3 10 

Murphree efficiency absorber4 0.25 

Rich pump pressure 2 bar 

Rich MEA to desorber temperature5 104.5 °C 

Number of stages desorber 6 

Murphree efficiency desorber 1.0 

Reflux ratio desorber 0.3 

Reboiler temperature 120°C 

Lean pump pressure 4 bar 

Minimum ΔT Rich/Lean HX 5°C 

 

                                                

 
2 Initial values for mass fractions of the absorption liquid 
3 Initial value for number of stages in the absorber. This value will be changed later in the simulations 
4 Murphree efficiency is used in the simulations for the CO2 component 
5 Rich/lean HX initial value for cold outlet. This value gives ΔT = 10°C. Later adjusted by using an ADJUST-
operator 
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3.1 Base Case (standard post combustion)

3.1.1 Aspen HYSYS

Kent-EisenbergandLi-Matherequilibriummodelshavebeenusedfor thebasecase

simulations.

Numberof stageswasspecifiedto be10with Murphreeefficiencyof 0.25 onall stages. The

Murphreeefficiency waskeptconstantthroughtheentiresimulation.

Figure 3–1 PFD of basecasein AspenHYSYS

Thesourgas,with valuesfrom Table3–1, entersat thebottomof theabsorberwhile thelean

MEA, with valuesfrom Table3–1, entersat thetop of theabsorber.

TheCO2-rich streamis pumpedto therich/leanheatexchangerat2 bar. Thepressuredrop

wasspecifiedto be� = 0 kPaonbothcoldsideandhotsideof theheatexchanger. Thecold

outlettemperaturewasinitially specifiedto be104,5°C but wasat a laterpointadjustedby the

ADJUST-operatorin orderto obtaina � T = 5°C acrosstheheatexchanger. Therich stream

entersthedesorberat stage2 wherenumbers of trayswasspecifiedto 6. Pressureacrossthe

columnwaskeptconstantat 2 barwith a reflux ratioof 0.3 anda reboilertemperatureof

120°C.Theregeneratedaminesolutionexitsthebottomof thedesorberandis pumped

throughtheheatexchangerat 4 barwhereit exchangesheatwith therich stream. Thehot

outlettemperatureis furthercooleddownto 40°Cby a leancoolerwith apressuredropof 2,9

bar. It wasnecessaryto accountfor waterandMEA lossin theabsorberanddesorberin order

to maintainmassbalanceacrossthesystem. By usinga spreadsheet,thetotal lossof water

andMEA wascalculatedandexportedto respectivestreamsin thePFD.A recycleblockwas

insertedin orderto transfercalculated valuesto theleanabsorberfeed.Theremoval

efficiencyof CO2 wascalculatedin thespreadsheetandanADJUST-operator was,at theend
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of the simulation, connected to the lean MEA stream in order to achieve 85% removal 
efficiency. Spreadsheet of the simulation can be vied in appendix B. 

 

Table 3–2 Results from base case simulation using Aspen HYSYS K-E & L-M 

 Kent-Eisenberg Li-Mather 

Lean:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 117874 kmole/hr 122226 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:   

     H2O 0.6557 0.6557 

     CO2 0.0549 0.0545 

     MEA 0.2894 0.2899 

Rich MEA to desorber temperature [°C] 106.8°C 106.2°C 

Energy consumption: 3.48 MJ/kg CO2 3.42 MJ/kg CO2 

 

3.1.2 Aspen Plus/Equilibrium 
From previous projects at TUC6 when Aspen Plus has been used, the students have used the 
rate-based example file found in the AspenTech folder. The students have then changed some 
input parameters so the simulation will run as an equilibrium model instead of a rate-based 
model.  

In this thesis, an electrolyte insert file has been used instead. This file shows an empty PFD 
but the specifications for an amine system has already been set up. The difference is that the 
electrolyte insert file uses new binary interactions -and electrolyte pair parameters. A theory 
study has not been compiled on the subject.  

The description of the electrolyte insert says following: “This is a modified insert, which 
includes new parameters and Henry’s constant for CO2 in MEA to improve the calculation of 
heat duty. Parameters have been tested against real life plant data for few cases. The old 
parameters for this system are still available in the KMEA.BKP file in the elecins folder”. 

In the mea electrolyte insert file, the user will have to add the N2-molecule to the components 
list, which for some reason has been left out. In the properties section, ELECNRTL (eNRTL) 
model has already been chosen so the user can continue to the streams section.  

 

                                                

 
6 TUC: Telemark University College 
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Figure 3–2 PFD of basecaseequilibriummodelin AspenPlus

Thesour-, lean-, sweet- andrich streamareaddedandvaluesfrom Table3–1 areput into the

specificationssheet for thesourgas- andleanstream. ABSRB1-icon in theRadFractabis

chosenastheabsorber.Calculationtypewassetto equilibriumwith 10stages, where

condenserandreboileraresetto none.RadFracin AspenPlusis a rigorous2 or 3-phase

fractionation for singlecolumn modelusedfor bothabsorberanddesorber.Theleanstream

entersAbove-Stage1 andthesourgasenterstheabsorberAbove-Stage11. Stage

1/Condenserpressurewassetto 1.1barandif nothingelseis specifiedin thepressure

specificationsheet,thepressureis keptconstantacrossthewholecolumn.Underthe

efficienciestab,Murphreeefficiencieswereselected.Specifyefficienciesfor individual

componentsmethodwasselected.UnderVapor-Liquid tab,CO2 wasselectedascomponent

andMurphreeefficiencyof 0.25oneachstagewasaddedmanually.Theuserhasthe

possibilityto choosethenumbersof iterationsthatwill beperformedfor thecolumnunderthe

convergencetab.Numbersof iterationswassetto 150.

In AspenHYSYS, anADJUST-operatorwasusedto maintain85%removalof CO2 in the

absorber.In AspenPlus, aDesign-Specblock wasusedfor thesamepurpose.In theDesign-

Specsheet,theuserdefineswhichstreamthespecis to beconnectedto. Thentheuserwill

haveto choosewhichstreamto varyaswell aslowerandupperlimits. Procedurecanbeseen

in Figure3–3 to Figure3–5.
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Figure 3–3 Definetab for theabsorberremovalefficiencyin theDesign-Specblock

Figure 3–4 Spectab for theabsorber removalefficiencyin theDesign-Specblock

Targetis thevalueof themassflow of CO2 in thesweetstreamthattheDesign-Specblock is

to approach.

Figure 3–5 Vary tab for theabsorberremovalefficiencyDesign-Specblock

Now theusercanpress which runsthesimulations.

A pumpis insertedinto thePFDwith dischargepressureof 2 barandpumpefficiencyof

0.75.Now theusercanpresstherun button.It is a goodideato run thesimulationbetween

eachtime newequipmentis addedto thesimulationto makesureif anywarningsand/or

errorsoccur.If severalunitsareaddedbeforerunningthesimulation,it canbedifficult and

timeconsumingto locatetheerrorandmakethenecessarychanges.Fromthispoint it is

assumedthattheuserrunsthesimulationafteranewunit is added.

A simpleheaterwasnow selected,which will bereplacedwith a HeatXmodelat a laterpoint

in thesimulation.An outlet temperatureof 104.5°Candapressureof 2 barwasspecified.
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A RadFracmodelwasusedfor thedesorber.Calculationtypewassetto equilibriumwith 8

stages,which includescondenserandreboiler.Partial-Vaporcondensertypewasselected,

which givesusonly vaporin thedistillate.Kettle reboilertypewasselected.Two extra

specificationsneedto beaddedfor thedesorberconfiguration.Distillate ratewassetto 4400

kmole/hrandreflux ratiowassetto 0.3onmolebasis.Numbersof iterationswassetto 150to

avoidanyproblems.

In orderto achieveareboilertemperatureof 120°C, a Design-Specblockwasusedto vary the

moleflow rateof thedistillate.Thetemperatureof thebottomproductis thesameasthe

reboilertemperature.Procedurecanbeseenin Figure3–6 to Figure3–8.

Figure 3–6 Definetab for thereboiler temperatureDesign-Specblock

Figure 3–7 Spectab for thereboiler temperatureDesign-Specblock

Figure 3–8 Vary tab for thereboiler temperatureDesign-Specblock

A pumpis addedwith a dischargepressureof 4 barandapumpefficiencyof 0.75.

At thispoint, thesimpleheaterwasreplacedwith aHeatXmodel.Shortcutwasselectedas
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calculationtypewith a counter-currentflow. Hot outlet-cold inlet temperaturedifferencewas

specifiedto 5°C. � P= 0 barwasassumedacrosstheexchangeronbothcoldandhotside. A

heaterwasinsertedandusedasacoolerin orderto gettheregeneratedaminesolutiondown

to 40°C.Outlettemperaturewassetto 40°Candoutletpressurewassetto 1.1bar. In orderto

maintainthematerialbalances throughthesystem, waterlossandMEA losswasaccounted

for by mixing theregeneratedaminesolutionwith makeupstreamsof waterandMEA. In

AspenHYSYS,thewaterloss andMEA losswascalculatedusingaspreadsheetandexported

to their respectivestreams.In AspenPlus,spreadsheetdoesnotexist.Two calculatorblocks

wereusedinstead. Thecalculatoris basedonFortrancodingandcanbeseenin Figure3–9 to

Figure3–11.

Figure 3–9 Definetabof makeupH2O calculatorblock

Figure 3–10Calculatetabof makeupH2O calculatorblock

Figure 3–11Sequencetab of makeupH2O calculatorblock
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The same procedure is repeated for makeup MEA. Regarding the Fortran coding, the first 
column is used for descriptions marked by a c at column 1. The equation starts at column 8. If 
the equation doesn’t start at column 8, the simulation will not be able to run.  

The Lean stream and Lean-In stream will have slightly different values. The mass fractions of 
the components in the lean feed stream were slightly adjusted to match the values of the 
recycle stream. Due to the complexity and time consumption running this software, it was 
decided not to connect the recycled amine solution to the absorber. It was tried several times 
in different ways but error messages were always shown.  

 

Table 3–3 Results from base case using Aspen Plus Equilibrium 

Lean:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 119265 kmole/hr  

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.657 

     CO2 0.29 

     MEA 0.053 

Lean-In:  

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 119331 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.656 

     CO2 0.054 

     MEA 0.29 

Rich to desorber temperature [°C] 103.6°C 

Energy consumption: 3.365 MJ/kg CO2 

 

3.1.3 Aspen Plus/Rate-based 
For the rate-based simulation, the example file found in the AspenTech folder was used.  

The reason for not using the electrolyte insert file used in the base case is due to the 
complexity of the different parameter settings. The electrolyte insert file led to divergence.  

In the rate-based simulation, ELECNRTL model was used with true components. This means 
that ionic species will be present in the system. Therefore the user will not have the option of 
running simulations with Murphree efficiency. 
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Figure 3–12PFD of basecaserate-basedmodelin AspenPlus

Thesour-, lean-, sweet- andrich streamwasaddedwith valuesfrom Table3–1. Theabsorber

wasselectedfrom RadFracusingtheABSBR1icon.Rate-basedwasselectedascalculation

typewith 10 stageswherecondenserandreboilerweresetto none.

LeanstreamentersOn-Stage1 andsourstreamentersOn-Stage10.Eventhoughthis is

differentfrom theequilibriummodelof thebasecasein AspenPlus,thesetupof theabsorber

in thetwo casesis thesame. Above-Stage11 is thesameasOn-Stage10.

Stage1/condenserpressurewassetto 1.1bar.With nothingelsespecified,stage1 pressure

waskeptconstantacrossthewholecolumn.

In “Comparisonof AspenHYSYSandAspenPlussimulationof CO2 absorptioninto MEA

from atmosphericgas”(Øi 2012), a rate-basedsimulationof theabsorberwasperformed.

Thereactionconditionfactorwaschangedfrom 0.9 in theexamplefile to 0.5.Theinterfacial

areafactorwaschangedfrom 1.2 in theexamplefile to 1.0andheightof onestagewaskept

at 2.0meter.

In therate-basedsimulationsin this thesis,standardAspenTechvalueswereused.

In thereaction tab,thereactionwassetto start atstage1 andendatstage10 with a liquid

holdupof 0.0015m3 from stage1 to stage10.Theparametersusedfor therate-based

calculationscanbeseenin Table3–4. A design-specblock wasusedin orderto obtain85%

removalof CO2.
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Table 3–4 Parameters used for rate-based calculations in the absorber and desorber 

 Absorber Desorber 

Reaction condition factor 0.9 0.9 

Packing material Sulzer Mellapak 250Y Sulzer Mellapak 250Y 

Packing stages 1 – 10  2 – 7 

Section diameter 17 meter 7 meter  

Section height 12 meter 12 meter 

Flow model Mixed Mixed 

Interfacial area factor 1.2  1.0 

Liquid film resistance phase Discrxn Discrxn 

Vapor film resistance phase Film Film 

Liquid film discretization points 5 5 

 

A rich pump was added with a discharge pressure of 2 bar and pump efficiency of 0.75. A 
regular heater was first used and later replaced by a HeatX model. The cold outlet stream 
temperature was set to 105°C. Espen Hansen(Hansen 2011) had problems in his thesis 
regarding the main heat exchanger. He therefore used two regular heaters and adjusted 
temperatures manually to get approximately the same duty on cold and hot side. The same 
problems occurred in this simulation. The solution was to increase the diameter of the 
distillation column until the HeatX model converged.  

The heated rich stream enters the desorber On-Stage 3, which has 8 stages including 
condenser and reboiler. Partial-vapor was selected as condenser type. The distillate rate and 
reflux ratio was specified to 6400 kmole/hr and 0.3, respectively. The column was set to 
operate at 2 bar. In the reactions tab, the reactions was set to start on stage 2 and end at stage 
7 with a liquid holdup of 0.0015 m3. The distillate stream was adjusted by using a design spec 
block, in order to obtain 85% removal of CO2 in the desorber. The procedure for design-spec 
can be seen in Figure 3–3 to Figure 3–5. 

In the rate-based simulations, the reboiler temperature is not affected by changing the 
distillate rate as it was in the Aspen Plus equilibrium model. Due to the complexity and 
difficulties running rate-based simulations, the reboiler temperature was kept at the value 
calculated by Aspen Plus. The discharge pressure of the lean pump was set to 4 bar with a 
pump efficiency of 0.75. At this point, the heater was replaced by a HeatX unit where hot 
outlet/cold inlet temperature difference was set to 5°C.  ΔP across the both sides of the heat 
exchanger was assumed to be zero. The outlet temperature of the cooler was set to 40°C and 
the pressure to 1.1 bar.  
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To account for the water and MEA loss in the system, makeup streams was used in order to 
maintain material balances. Two calculator blocks were used. The procedure can be seen in 
Figure 3–9 to Figure 3–11. 

 

Table 3–5 Results from base case using Aspen Plus Rate-Based 

Lean/Lean-In:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 106138/106189 kmole/hr  

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.654/0.654 

     CO2 4.36E-8/4.37E-8 

     MEA 0.138/0.138 

     H3O+ 2.74E-12/2.74E-12 

     OH- 6.65E-6/6.65E-6 

 !!!!HCO!! 5.60E-4/5.61E-4 

     CO!!! 2.04E-3/2.04E-3 

     MEA+ 0.08/0.08 

     MEACOO- 0.126/0.126 

Rich to desorber temperature [°C] 110.3°C 

Energy consumption: 4.259 MJ/kg CO2 
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3.1.4 Temperature profiles

In this subchapter,thetemperatureprofilesof theabsorberanddesorberwill beshown.The

temperatureprofileswill startat stage1 which is thetopstage.

Figure 3–13Temperatureprofilesin theabsorber

Figure 3–14Temperatureprofilesin thedesorber
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3.2 Vapor recompression

Thevaporrecompressionconfiguration,alsoknownasleanvaporcompressionin some

publishedarticles,is theconfigurationthatshowsmostpotentialreducingtheenergy

consumption.Eventhoughthecompressorincreasestheelectricalconsumption, thereduction

in reboilerduty is morethantheincreasein compressorduty.Thecompressorduty is

convertedto equivalentsteamdutyby multiplying with 4 to getabetterunderstandingof the

reductionpotential.

3.2.1 Aspen HYSYS

In thevaporrecompressionconfiguration,thenumberof stageswasmaximizedin orderto

reducetheequivalentenergyconsumptionasmuchaspossible.

Figure 3–15PFD of vaporrecompressionin AspenHYSYS

Thesourgasandleanstreamwasaddedwith thevaluesfrom table3-1.

Numberof stagesin theabsorberwassetto 15with Murphreeefficiencyof 0.25.Operating

pressureof thecolumnwas1.1bar.ThemodifiedHYSIM Inside-Out solverwasselected

with adaptivedampingfactor.

A pumpwasaddedwith adischargepressureof 2 baranda pumpefficiencyof 0.75andgoes

throughtherich/leanheatexchangerwerethecold outlettemperaturewasspecifiedto

104.5°C.� Pacrossbothsideswasassumedto bezero.Numberof stagesin thedesorberwas

setto 6, which do no includecondenserandreboiler.Murphreeefficiencywassetto 1.0. The

heatedrich streamentersthedesorberon stage2. Thecondenseris a full reflux condenser,

weretheproductis vaporonly. Operatingpressureof thecolumnwassetto 2 barwith a
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reboiler temperature of 120°C. Reflux ratio was set to 0.3. The modified HYSIM inside-out 
method was chosen as solver for this column. Damping factor was set to adaptive.  The 
bottom product enters a valve were pressure is reduced to 1.2 bar.  

Vapor is flashed of the liquid and is separated by a two-phase separator. The separator is 
operating at the conditions of the valve outlet stream, which are transferred automatically.  

The bottom product, which is liquid, is pumped to the rich/lean heat exchanger by a lean 
pump at 4 bar with a pump efficiency of 0.75. The lean stream goes through the rich/lean heat 
exchanger where it exchanges heat with the rich stream. The heated rich stream is adjusted by 
an ADJUST-operator in order to maintain a ΔT = 5°C in the heat exchanger. The hot outlet is 
cooled down to 40°C by a cooler with a specified pressure drop of 2.9 bar.  

The top product, which is vapor, is compressed up to 2 bar. The yellow line from the 
compressor indicates that the temperature is out of temperature range.  The compressed vapor 
is returned to the reboiler. A solution to handle the high temperature of the compressed stream 
has not been addressed in this thesis. 

It was necessary to account for water and MEA loss in the absorber and desorber in order to 
maintain material balances across the system. By using a spreadsheet, the total loss of water 
and MEA was calculated and exported to the respective streams in the PFD. A recycle block 
was inserted in order to transfer calculated values to the lean absorber feed. The removal 
efficiency of CO2 was calculated in the spreadsheet and an ADJUST-operator was, at the end 
of the simulation, connected to the lean MEA stream in order to achieve 85% removal 
efficiency. Spreadsheet of the simulation can be viewed in appendix C. 

 

Table 3–6 Results from vapor recompression using Aspen HYSYS K-E & L-M 

 Kent-Eisenberg Li-Mather 

Lean:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 104933 kmole/hr 104394 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:   

     H2O 0.657 06595 

     CO2 0.0518 0.0509 

     MEA 0.2912 0.2896 

Rich MEA to desorber temperature [°C] 98.54°C 97.83°C 

Outlet compressor temperature [°C] 170.8°C 170.7°C 

Equivalent energy consumption: 2.98 MJ/kg CO2 2.92 MJ/kg CO2 
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3.2.2 Aspen Plus/Equilibrium

Theelectrolyteinsertfile usedin thebasecasewasalsousedfor thevaporrecompression

configuration.Thesour-, lean-, sweet- andrich streams wereaddedwith thevaluesfrom

Table3–1. Numberof stagesin theabsorberwassetto 10with a Murphreeefficiencyof 0.25

on all stages.Operatingpressurewassetto 1.1bar. A pumpis addedwith a discharge

pressureof 2 baranda pumpefficiencyof 0.75.

Figure 3–16PFD of vaporrecompressionusingAspenPlusEquilibrium

At thispoint,a heaterwasusedinsteadof a HeatXmodel.Theheaterwasata laterpoint

replacedby a HeatXmodel.Theoutlettemperatureof theheaterwasspecifiedto 104.5°C.

Numbersof stagesin thedesorberwasset to 8, includingcondenserandreboiler.The

distillateratewassetto 4500kmole/hrwith a reflux ratioof 0.3.Theheatedrich stream

entersthedesorberOn-Stage3, andtheoperatingpressurewassetto 2 bar.Murphree

efficiencywassetto 1.0on all stages.

In orderto achieveareboilertemperatureof 120°C,adesign-specblock wasused.The

procedurefor settingup thedesign-block canbefoundin Figure3–6 to Figure3–8.

Thebottomproductof thedesorbergoesthrougha valvewheretheoutletpressureis 1.2bar.

Vaporflashesoff andthestreamentera separator. In AspenHYSYS,theseparatorretrieves

parametersautomatically.This is not thecasein AspenPlus.Theseparatorwasprovidedwith

pressureandtemperaturevaluesfrom thevalveoutletstream.Two transferblockswasused,

onefor valveoutlettemperatureandonefor valveoutlet pressure.Thesevalueswere

transferredto theseparator.Thetransferblockswill comein handyif theuserwantsto

performsensitivity analysisof variousparameters. By usingthetransferblocks,theuser

won’t haveto changethetemperatureandpressurespecificationsfor theseparatormanually.
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Thesetupfor thepressuretransferblock canbeseenin Figure3–17 to Figure3–19. Thesetup

for thetemperature transferblock is thesame.

Figure 3–17“ From” tab of pressuretransferblock

Figure 3–18“ To” tabof pressuretransferblock

Figure 3–19“ Sequence” tabof pressuretransferblock

Thetop productof theseparatorgoesthroughacompressor. “Isentropic usingASME

method”wasselectedascompressortype. An isentropicefficiencyof 0.75wasselected.

Thecompressoroutletwasselectedto enterthedesorberOn-Stage10,which is thereboiler.

Thebottomproductfrom theseparatoris pumpedat 4 barwith a pumpefficiencyof 0.75and

goesthroughtherich/leanheatexchanger.� P= 0 barwasassumedacrosstheheatexchanger

on bothcold- andhotside.Hot outlet/coldinlet temperaturedifferencewasspecifiedto 5°C.

A shortcutmodelwasusedfor theheatexchanger.

Thehot outletstreamwascooleddownto 40°Cby a coolerwith a pressuredropof 2.9bar.
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In order to maintain the material balances through the system, the water loss and MEA loss 
was accounted for by mixing the regenerated amine solution with makeup streams of water 
and MEA. Two calculator blocks were used to calculate the exact amount of water and MEA 
loss. The calculator is based on Fortran coding and can be seen in Figure 3–9 to Figure 3–11. 
Initial values have to be used for the makeup streams in order for the simulation to start 
iterating. At this point, values of mass fraction in the lean stream entering the absorber were 
adjusted to match outlet stream of the mixer to try and get similar values.  

 

Table 3–7 Results of vapor recompression using Aspen Plus Equilibrium 

Lean/Lean-In:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 111717/110850 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.658/0.656 

     CO2 0.051/0.051 

     MEA 0.291/0.293 

Rich to desorber temperature [°C] 96.9°C 

Compressor outlet temperature [°C] 172.5°C 

Equivalent energy consumption: 3.16 MJ/kg CO2 

 

3.2.3 Aspen Plus/Rate-based 
The sour-, lean-, sweet- and rich stream was added with values from Table 3–1. Number of 
stages in the absorber was set to 10. The lean stream enters the absorber On-Stage 1 and the 
sour stream enters On-Stage 10. Operating pressure was set to 1.1 bar. A design-spec block 
was used to obtain 85% removal of CO2 in the absorber. Procedure for design-block setup can 
be seen in Figure 3–3 to Figure 3–5. 
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Figure 3–20PFD of vaporrecompressionusingAspenPlusRate-Based

Regardingthepackingmaterialandsuch,thevaluesremainedthesamefor theabsorberasfor

thebasecase.Thesevaluescanbeseenin Table3–4.

A rich pumpwasaddedwith dischargepressureof 2 barandapumpefficiencyof 0.75.A

regularheaterwasusedwith aspecifiedoutlettemperatureof 104.5°C.� Pwasassumedto be

zero. Numbersof stagesin thedesorberwassetto 8, includingcondenserandreboiler.

Partial-vaporwasselectedascondensertype.Distillate ratewassetto 4500kmole/hrwith a

reflux ratioof 0.3.Theheatedrich streamentersthedesorberOn-Stage3. Theoperating

pressurewassetto 2 barandkeptconstantacrossthewholecolumn.A design-specblock was

usedto maintain85%removalof CO2 in thedesorber. Theusermayexperienceconvergence

problemsregardingfloodingin thecolumn.By increasingthediameterof thepacking

material,in this casefrom 7 meterto 7.5meter,floodingwasavoided. Thediameterwas

reducedto initial valueat a laterpoint.

Sincethereboilertemperaturedoesnotdependon thedistillateflow rate,thereboiler

temperaturewaskeptascalculatedby AspenPlus.

Thebottomproductof thedesorbergoesthrougha valvereducingpressuredownto 1.2bar.

Vaporis flashedoff andthestreamflows into a separator.As explainedpreviously,the

separatorin AspenPlusdoesnot retrieve valuesautomatically.Temperatureandpressure

from thevalveoutletstreamwasaddedmanuallyat first. Two transferblockswasadded,one

for temperatureandonefor pressure.By usingthetransferblocks,theuserwon’t haveto

changethetemperatureandpressurespecificationsfor theseparatormanually. Procedurefor

setupof transferblockscanbeseenin Figure3–17 to Figure3–19. Thetopproductof the

separatorgoesthrougha compressor.“Isentropic usingASMEmethod”wasselectedas

compressortype.An isentropicefficiencyof 0.75wasused.
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The compressor outlet stream enters the desorber on-stage 8. The bottom product is pumped 
at 4 bar with a pump efficiency of 0.75. At this point, the regular heater was replaced by a 
HeatX unit. The HeatX model had problems with convergence in rate-based simulation as 
previously mentioned. The solution regarding HeatX unit in rate-based simulations can be 
found in chapter 3.1.3. ΔP was assumed to be zero on both sides.  

Hot outlet/cold inlet was specified to 5°C. The hot outlet was further cooled by a lean cooler 
down to 40°C with a pressure drop of 2.9 bar. 

In order to maintain the material balances through the system, the water loss and MEA loss 
was accounted for by mixing the regenerated amine solution with makeup streams of water 
and MEA. Two calculator blocks were used for this purpose. The calculator is based on 
Fortran coding and can be seen in Figure 3–9 to Figure 3–11. Initial values have to be used 
for the makeup streams in order for the simulation to start iterating. At this point, values of 
mass fraction in the lean stream entering the absorber were adjusted to match outlet stream of 
the mixer to try and get similar values.  

 

Table 3–8 Results of vapor recompression using Aspen Plus Rate-based 

Lean/Lean-In:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 106125/106125 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.654/0.654 

     CO2 4.36E-8/437.E-8 

     MEA 0.138/0.138 

     H3O+ 2.74E-12/2.74E-12 

     OH- 6.65E-6/6.66E-6 

 !!!!HCO!! 5.6E-4/5.6E-4 

     CO!!! 2.04E-3/2.04E-3 

     MEA+ 0.08/0.08 

     MEACOO- 0.126/0.126 

Rich to desorber temperature [°C] 102.9°C 

Compressor outlet temperature [°C] 173.3°C 

Energy consumption: 3.82 MJ/kg CO2 
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3.2.4 Temperature profiles

Figure 3–21Temperatureprofilesin theabsorber

Figure 3–22Temperatureprofilesin thedesorber

3.3 Vapor recompression + split stream

In severaltheses’,regardingCO2 capture, simulationsof split streamconfiguration have

showna fairly goodreductionin energyconsumption.Vladyslavshchuchenko(Shchuchenko

2011) calculateda reductionin 1.13MJ/kgCO2 removedcomparingstandardCO2 removal

processwith standardsplit-streamconfiguration.

ChristianBerg(Berget.al 2012) calculateda reductionof 0.65MJ/kgCO2 removed

comparing thesameconfigurations. ChristianBergetal. changedthe� T in theheat
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exchangerfrom 10°Cto 5°C.As it hasbeenshownin this thesis,theenergyreductionis quite

favorablefor vaporrecompression. Basedon thevaluesmentionedaboveandtheresultsin

this thesis,it wouldbeof interestto seeif a combinationof thetwo configurationscould

providebetterresults.

3.3.1 Aspen HYSYS

In this simulation,thenumberof stagesin theabsorberhasbeenmaximizedin orderto reduce

theequivalentenergyconsumptionasmuchaspossible.

Figure 3–23PFD of vaporrecompression+ split streamusingAspenHYSYS

Thesourgas- andleanstreamwasaddedwith thesamevaluesasfor thebasecase.Number

of stagesin theabsorberwassetto 10 at fir stbut waslateradjusted. Murphreeefficiency=

0.25wassetto all stages.Dueto thecomplexityof thesystem,thesolvermethodfor the

absorberwaschangedto “modified HYSIMinside-out” with dampingfactorsetto adaptive.

Operatingpressurewaschosento be1.1baracrossthewholecolumn.An ADJUST-operator

on theleanfeedstreamwasusedat first but failed to convergeseveraltimeswhenthe

removalefficiencyin theabsorbergot closeto 85%. Theadjustmentswerethereforedone

manually.A pumpwasaddedwith adischargepressureof 2 baranda pumpefficiencyof

0.75.Therich streamgoesthroughanLNG heatexchanger(multistreamheatexchanger)with

anoutlettemperaturespecifiedto 104.5°C.Thiswaslateradjusted.Numberof stagesin the

desorberwassetto 6, which doesnot includecondenserandreboiler.Murphreeefficiencyof

1.0wasspecifiedto all stages.Theheatedrich streamentersthedesorberonstage2 andthe

operatingpressurewassetto 2 bar.A full reflux condenserwaschosenwith a reflux specified
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to 0.3. Reboiler temperature was specified to 120°C in the “specs” tab. “Modified HYSIM 
Inside-Out” solver was selected with damping factor set to adaptive.  

The bottom product is split into two streams, semilean- and lean stream.  

The split fraction is 0.39 and 0.61, respectively. The lean stream goes through a valve where 
the pressure is reduced to 1.2 bar. The valve outlet goes into a separator operating at valve 
outlet conditions. The top product, which is vapor, is compressed up to 2 bar and returned to 
the reboiler. The yellow line from the compressor indicates that the temperature is out of 
temperature range. The bottom product is pumped at 4 bar with a pump efficiency of 0.75 
through the LNG exchanger. The outlet temperature of the lean stream is reduced to 40°C by 
a cooler with a pressure drop of 2.9 bar. It was necessary to account for water and MEA loss 
in the absorber and desorber in order to maintain material balances across the system. By 
using a spreadsheet, the total loss of water and MEA was calculated and exported to the 
respective streams in the PFD. A recycle block was inserted in order to transfer new 
calculated values to the lean absorber feed. The semilean stream is pumped at 3 bar with a 
pump efficiency of 0.75 through the LNG exchanger. A SET-operator was used between the 
cold inlet stream and the semilean outlet stream. This was done to ensure a ΔT = 5°C between 
the two streams. In the spreadsheet, a ΔT was calculated between the hot lean outlet stream 
and the cold inlet stream. An ADJUST-operator was then connected to the cold outlet stream 
to adjust its temperature, so the ΔT calculated in the spreadsheet would maintain 5°C. 

The semilean outlet stream was further cooled by a semilean cooler down to 40°C with a 
pressure drop of 1.9 bar. A recycle block was added and connected to the semilean stream to 
make sure that no problems occurred. Before connecting the semilean stream to the absorber, 
the simulation was put in holding mode. The semilean stream was connected and the molar 
flow of the lean feed was adjusted down 75000 kmole/hr. Holding mode was then switched 
off. After the simulation had found a solution, number of stages was increased by one stage at 
the time. The user must remember to specify Murphree efficiency of 0.25 on the added stages. 
To achieve an 85% removal of CO2, the lean molar flow rate was adjusted down to 66800 
kmole/hr and number of stages was increased to 15. By adding more stages the column could 
not converge. The yellow lines before the separator and on the lean liquid stream indicates a 
higher wt-% of MEA than 30 wt-%. The wt-% warning has been assumed to be negligible.  

Spreadsheets can be seen in appendix D. 
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Table 3–9 Results of vapor recompression + split stream using Aspen HYSYS K-E & L-M 

 Kent-Eisenberg Li-Mather 

Lean:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 66800 kmole/hr 66400 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:   

     H2O 0.659 0.66 

     CO2 0.052 0.051 

     MEA 0.289 0.289 

Semilean:   

Stage entry 7 9 

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 40938.5 kmole/hr 40820.3 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:   

     H2O 0.646 0.648 

     CO2 0.056 0.055 

     MEA 0.298 0.297 

Rich MEA to desorber temperature [°C] 101.8°C 101°C 

Outlet compressor temperature [°C] 170.8°C 170.7°C 

Equivalent energy consumption: 3.12 MJ/kg CO2 3.03 MJ/kg CO2 
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3.3.2 Aspen Plus/Equilibrium

Figure 3–24PFD of vaporrecompression+ split streamin AspenPlus

Thesour-, lean-, sweet- andrich streamwasaddedwith valuesfrom Table3–1. Numberof

stagesin theabsorberwassetto 10 with Murphreeefficiencyof 0.25on all stages.Operating

pressureof thecolumnwas1.1bar.Maximumiterationsweresetto 100to makesurethe

columnwouldconverge.A pumpwasaddedwith a dischargepressureof 2 baranda pump

efficiencyof 0.75.A simpleheaterwasusedasastartingpoint for themultistreamheat

exchanger.Outlettemperaturewassetto 104.5°Cand� Pacrosstheheaterwasassumedto be

zero.Numberof stagesin thedesorberwassetto 8, includingcondenserandreboiler.The

distillateratewassetto 4500kmole/hrbut wasadjustedby usingadesign-specto obtaina

reboilertemperatureof 120°C.Theprocedureis thesameasin Figure3–6 to Figure3–8. A

reflux ratioof 0.3waschosen.Operatingpressurewassetto 2 barwith a Murphreeefficiency

of 1.0on all stages.

Thebottomproductis split into two streams;semilean- andleanstream.Thesplit fractionof

theleanstreamis 0.61.Theleanstream goesthroughavalvewherethepressureis reducedto

1.2bar.Two transferblocksareusedto transferoutletvalvetemperatureandpressureto the

separator.This is doneto makeit easierto runsensitivityanalysis.Thetransferblocksetup

procedurecanbeseenin Figure3–17 to Figure3–19. Theseparatoris giventemperatureand

pressureestimatesto gettheiterationsgoing.Thetopproductof theseparatoris compressed

up to 2 barusingtheisentropicASME modelasa compressortype.Isentropicefficiencywas

setto 0.75. ThecompressoroutletentersthedesorberOn-Stage8, which is thereboiler.At

this point, theheaterwasreplacedby a MHeatX modelandtheoutletstreamsselected

togetherwith their respectiveinlets.Outlettemperaturesof theleanandsemileanstreamare

usedasspecifications.
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The bottom product of the separator is pumped at 4 bar, with a pump efficiency of 0.75, 
through the heat exchanger. ΔP across the heat exchanger was assumed to be zero. The lean 
outlet temperature was set to 49.75°C. The lean stream is further cooled by a cooler down to 
40°C with a pressure drop of 2.9 bar. In order to maintain the material balances through the 
system, the water loss and MEA loss was accounted for by mixing the regenerated amine 
solution with makeup streams of water and MEA. Two calculator blocks were used for this 
purpose. The calculator is based on Fortran coding and can be seen in Figure 3–9 to Figure 3–
11. Initial values have to be used for the makeup streams in order for the simulation to start 
iterating. At this point, mass fraction in the lean stream entering the absorber was adjusted to 
match outlet stream of the mixer in order to get similar values. The semilean stream is 
pumped at 3.5 bar with a pump efficiency of 0.75 through the heat exchanger. ΔP across the 
heat exchanger was assumed to zero. The semilean outlet was set to 49.75°C. The semilean 
stream is further cooled by a semilean cooler down to 40°C with a pressure drop of 2.4 bar. 
The semilean stream is connected to the absorber, entering On-Stage 6.  

The lean flow rate was set to 75000 kmole/hr and further adjusted in order to obtain 85% 
removal of CO2.  
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Table 3–10 Results of vapor recompression + split stream using Aspen Plus Equilibrium 

Lean/Lean-In:   

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 69500/69973 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.659/0.66 

     CO2 0.05/0.051 

     MEA 0.291/0.29 

Semilean:  

Stage entry 6 

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 42804 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.646 

     CO2 0.056 

     MEA 0.298 

Rich to desorber temperature [°C] 100°C 

Compressor outlet temperature [°C] 172.5°C 

Equivalent energy consumption: 3.19 MJ/kg CO2 

 

3.3.3 Aspen Plus/Rate-based 
The rate-based example file found in the AspenTech folder was used for this simulation.  

The sour-, lean-, sweet- and rich stream was added with values from table 3-1. Number of 
stages in the absorber was set to 10. The lean stream enters the absorber On-Stage 1 and the 
sour stream enters On-Stage 10. Top stage pressure was set to 1.1 bar.  
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Figure 3–25PFD of vaporrecompression+ split streamusingAspenPlusRate-based

Table3–11 Parametersusedfor rate-basedcalculationsin theabsorberanddesorber

Absorber Desorber

Reactionconditionfactor 0.9 0.9

Liquid holdup 0.0015m3 0.0015m3

Packingmaterial SulzerMellapak250Y SulzerMellapak250Y

Packingstages 1 – 10 2 – 7

Sectiondiameter 17 meter 7.5 meter

Sectionheight 12 meter 12meter

Flow model Mixed Mixed

Interfacialareafactor 1.2 1.0

Liquid film resistancephase Discrxn Discrxn

Vaporfilm resistancephase Film Film

Liquid film discretizationpoints 5 5

A pumpwasaddedwith adischargepressureof 2 baranda pumpefficiencyof 0.75.A

regularheaterwasaddedwith a specifiedoutlettemperatureof 104.5°C.

� Pacrosstheheaterwasassumedto bezero.Numberof stagesin thedesorberwassetto 8,

which includescondenserandreboiler.Partial-vaporcondenserwasselected.Condenser

pressurewassetto 2 barandkeptconstant.Distillate ratewasinitially setto 5500kmole/hr

with a reflux of 0.3.Theheatedrich streamentersthedesorberOn-Stage3. A design-spec
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block was used to maintain 85% removal of CO2 in the desorber. As mentioned previously, 
the user may experience divergence and flooding at this point, regarding the desorber. This 
problem can be avoided by increasing the section diameter. This was done in this simulation 
but was at a later point decreased to its original value. Since the reboiler temperature does not 
depend on the distillate rate in rate-based calculations, the reboiler temperature was kept as 
calculated by Aspen Plus.  

The bottom product is split into two streams; semilean- and lean stream. The split fraction for 
the lean stream is 0.61. The lean stream goes through a valve where pressure is reduced to 1.2 
bar. Vapor is flashed and the stream goes into a separator. 1.2 bar was used as separator 
pressure and 105°C was used as an initial value. A transfer block was used to transfer the 
valve outlet temperature to the separator. Transfer block procedure can be seen in figure 3-15 
to figure 3-17. The top product of the separator was compressed up to 2 bar using the 
isentropic ASME model as compressor type. Isentropic efficiency of 0.75 was used. The 
compressor enters the desorber On-Stage 8, which is the reboiler. The bottom product of the 
separator was pumped at 4 bar with a pump efficiency of 0.75.  

The semilean stream enters a pump with a discharge pressure of 3 bar and a pump efficiency 
of 0.75. At this point, the heater was replaced with a MHeatX unit and inlets and outlets were 
connected. Two streams needs to be specified in order for the heat exchanger to run. Semilean 
outlet- and lean outlet temperature was specified to be 5°C higher than the rich inlet 
temperature. ΔP on all sides was assumed to be zero. This was done manually as there is no 
specification regarding cold inlet/hot outlet temperature difference when using a MHeatX 
unit. The semilean outlet was further cooled to 40°C using a cooler. ΔP across the semilean 
cooler was set to 1.9 bar. The semilean cooler was not connected to the absorber at this point. 
The lean outlet was further cooled to 40°C using a cooler. ΔP across the lean cooler was set to 
2.9 bar.  

In order to maintain the material balances through the system, the water loss and MEA loss 
was accounted for by mixing the regenerated amine solution with makeup streams of water 
and MEA. Two calculator blocks were used for this purpose. The calculator blocks can be 
seen in figure 3-9 to figure 3-11. Initial values have to be used for the makeup streams in 
order for the simulation to start. Mass fraction in the lean feed was adjusted to match outlet 
stream of the mixer in order to get similar values. At this point, the outlet of the semilean 
cooler was connected to the absorber. The semilean stream enters the absorber On-Stage 6. 
The molar flow rate of the lean feed was adjusted down to 65000 kmole/hr. A design-spec 
block was used to maintain 85% removal of CO2 in the absorber.  
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Table 3–12 Results of vapor recompression + split stream using Aspen Plus rate-based 

Lean/Lean-In:  

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 62098.4/62098.4 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.657/0.657 

     CO2 3.69E-8/3.71E-8 

     MEA 0.146/0.146 

     H3O+ 2.46E-12/2.47E-12 

     OH- 7.1E-6/7.09E-6 

     HCO3
- 5.1E-4/5.1E-4 

     CO3
2- 1.9E-3/1.9E-3 

     MEA+ 0.08/0.08 

     MEACOO- 0.12/0.12 

Semilean stage entry:  

Stage entry 6 

Molar flow [kmole/hr] 36401.7 kmole/hr 

Mass fractions:  

     H2O 0.634 

     CO2 3.47E-8 

     MEA 0.153 

     H3O+ 2.4E-12 

     OH- 7.2E-6 

     HCO3
- 4.5E-4 

     CO3
2- 2.0E-3 

     MEA+ 0.08 

     MEACOO- 0.13 

Rich MEA to desorber temperature [°C] 106.7°C 

Outlet compressor temperature [°C] 173.8°C 

Equivalent energy consumption: 4.105 MJ/kg CO2 
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3.3.4 Temperature profiles

Figure 3–26Temperatureprofilesin theabsorber

Figure 3–27Temperatureprofilesin thedesorber
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3.4 Calculation strategies in Aspen HYSYS 
The user will most likely experience convergence problems in the absorber and desorber. One 
solution is to manipulate any input specifications in the design/specs tab up and down to see if 
this might have an effect. The second solution is to change the solver for the column in which 
the problem is occurring. Change the solver from “Inside-Out algorithm” to “Modified 
HYSIM Inside-Out algorithm” with damping factor set to “Adaptive”.  

Number of stages also has an impact on convergence. If the user has specified too many 
stages in a column, the column will diverge.  

A problem with the Kent-Eisenberg and Li-Mather model is the wt-% of MEA and the 
temperature in a stream, which is limited to 30 wt-% MEA and 125°C. Even though these 
problems occur, the simulation will still be calculated with warnings and yellow streams (Øi 
2007). 

Convergence problems will occur more often the more complex a simulation becomes.  

The adjust-operator is used instead of adjusting parameters manually, e.g. absorber efficiency.  

For a complex simulation, the efficiency of the adjust-operator decreases and the simulation 
will tend to diverge. A mix of adjusting parameters manually and using an adjust-operator 
was used to achieve convergence for most of the Aspen HYSYS simulations.  

3.5 Calculation strategies in Aspen Plus 
Aspen Plus is more complicated simulation software compared to Aspen HYSYS.  

When using Aspen Plus, the simulation should be run after a unit is added to the PFD. This is 
done to avoid problems and unnecessary waste of time. If a simulation displays many errors 
and warnings, the errors and warnings must be located and fixed. By running the simulation 
after a unit is added, this can be avoided.  

Aspen HYSYS uses features like adjust, recycle and spreadsheet and are not available in 
Aspen Plus. Aspen Plus uses design-spec- and calculator blocks.  

A design-spec block is used when a certain result is wanted, e.g. removal efficiency in the 
absorber. The user selects which parameter to vary and the lower and upper limit of the 
parameter that is to be varied. A calculator block is based on FORTRAN coding. The user 
chooses which parameters that are to be included in the code and where it is to be exported to. 
If the design- and calculator blocks are not specified correctly, the simulation will not start or 
it will not converge. See chapter 3.1.2 on how to set up such blocks correctly.  

If a simulation is completed without using any of these features, it can be difficult to 
implement such blocks on a unit or stream. The user should implement them from the start of 
a simulation.  

When using a design block, divergence may still occur. If the range between the lower and 
upper limit is to big or to low, the simulation might diverge.  
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Sometimes a unit will not converge simply because Aspen Plus wasn’t able to perform 
enough iterations. Number of iterations can be increased; maximum is 200 iterations.  

Another problem that may occur is that stages in columns dry up. By adjusting flow rate or 
number of stages in the column, the simulation will usually converge. Another solution is to 
reset the simulation to start from the beginning.  

Rate-based simulations are more complex due to extra parameters that are needed in order to 
run the simulation. Same problems as mentioned above will occur but might occur more 
frequent. In rate-based simulations, the user specifies the height and width of a column and 
what type of packing material that is being used. Flooding may occur, especially in a 
distillation column, if the diameter is to low. By increasing the diameter, the flooding will be 
reduced. 

If a design-block is used on a distillation column when running rate-based calculations and 
flooding occurs, the lower and upper limit of the design-spec block should be monitored when 
increasing the section diameter.  
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4 Variation of parameters
Someparametershavebeenchangedin orderto seetheimpactit wouldhaveon theenergy

consumption.

4.1 Valve outlet pressure

By increasingthepressuredropacrossthevalve,thereboilerdutydecreases.However,the

compressorduty increases.In orderto comparecompressor- andreboilerduty, the

compressordutywasmultipliedwith 4 in orderto getequivalentduty.Thevalveoutlet

pressurewasvariedfrom 0.8– 1.2bar.

4.1.1 Vapor recompression

Table4–1 Variationof valveoutletpressurefor vaporrecompression

Equivalentenergyconsumption[MJ/kg CO2]

Pressure[bar] 0.8 0.9 1.01 1.1 1.2

AspenHYSYS K-E 3.10 3.00 2.98 2.98 2.98

AspenHYSYS L-M 3.10 2.98 2.93 2.92 2.92

AspenPLUS Eq 3.28 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.16

AspenPLUS RB 3.88 3.82 3.80 3.80 3.82

Figure 4–1 Variationof valveoutletpressurefor vaporrecompression
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A variationof thevalveoutletpressureresultsin a reductionin equivalentenergy

consumptionvaryingfrom 0.06– 0.18MJ/kg CO2 removed.A valveoutletpressureof 1.2

bargivesthelowestequivalentenergyconsumption for mostof themodels. A moredetailed

studywill showthatoptimumoutletpressurelies between1.1– 1.2bar.Dueto small

differencein equivalentenergyconsumption,1.2barhasbeenusedasoptimumvalve outlet

pressure.

4.1.2 Vapor recompression + split stream

Table4–2 Variationof valveoutletpressurefor vaporrecompression+ split stream

Equivalentenergyconsumption[MJ/kg CO2]

Pressure[bar] 0.8 0.9 1.01 1.1 1.2

AspenHYSYS K-E 3.13 3.11 3.10 3.12 3.12

AspenHYSYS L-M 3.08 3.05 3.03 3.03 3.03

AspenPLUS Eq 3.30 3.24 3.20 3.18 3.19

AspenPLUS RB 4.10 4.08 4.08 4.07 4.11

Figure 4–2 Variationof valveoutletpressurefor vaporrecompression+ split stream

By varyingthevalveoutletpressurefrom 0.8– 1.2bar, theimprovementis lessfor thevapor

recompressioncombinedwith split streamconfigurationthanit wasfor vaporrecompression.

In this configuration,1.2barwasusedasoptimumvalveoutletpressure.
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4.2 Flue gas temperature

Theflue gastemperaturewasvariedfrom 30°Cto 40°C.While varyingtheflue gas

temperature,theleanfeedtemperaturewaskeptconstantat 40°C.Theremovalefficiencyin

theabsorberwaskeptconstantat 85%.Thetemperaturevariationfor vaporrecompression

andvaporrecompressioncombinedwith split streamwasperformedata valveoutletpressure

of 1.2bar.

4.2.1 Base case

Table4–3 Variationof fluegastemperaturefor basecase

Energyconsumption[MJ/kg CO2]

Temperature[°C] 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

HYSYS K-E 3.31 3.32 3.34 3.35 3.36 3.38 3.40 3.42 3.44 3.46 3.48

HYSYS L-M 3.17 3.19 3.21 3.23 3.25 3.27 3.30 3.32 3.35 3.38 3.42

AspenPLUS Eq 3.17 3.18 3.20 3.21 3.24 3.25 3.27 3.30 3.32 3.34 3.37

AspenPLUS RB 4.16 4.16 4.1 4.18 4.19 4.20 4.21 4.22 4.23 4.25 4.26

Figure 4–3 Variationof fluegastemperaturefor basecase

All modelshaveanincreasein equivalentenergyconsumptionwhenvaryingtheflue gas
temperaturefrom 30 - 40°C.AspenPlusrate-basedgivesthelowestincreaseof 0.1MJ/kg
CO2 removedwhile AspenHYSYSLi -Mathergivesthehighestincreaseof 0.25MJ/kg CO2

removed.
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4.2.2 Vapor recompression

Table4–4 Variationof fluegastemperaturefor vaporrecompression

Equivalentenergyconsumption[MJ/kg CO2]

Temperature[°C] 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

HYSYS K-E 2.87 2.87 2.89 2.89 2.90 2.91 2.92 2.94 2.95 2.96 2.98

HYSYS L-M 2.78 2.78 2.80 2.81 2.83 2.84 2.86 2.87 2.88 2.90 2.92

AspenPLUS Eq 2.97 2.98 3.00 3.01 3.02 3.04 3.06 3.07 3.09 3.11 3.13

AspenPLUS RB 3.72 3.73 3.74 3.75 3.75 3.76 3.77 3.78 3.79 3.81 3.82

Figure 4–4 Variationof fluegastemperaturefor vaporrecompression

All modelshaveanincreasein equivalentenergyconsumptionwhenvaryingtheflue gas

temperaturefrom 30 - 40°C.However,theincreaseis closerto eachotherin this

configurationcomparedwith thebasecase. AspenPlusrate-basedgivesthelowestincreaseof

0.1MJ/kgCO2 removedwhile AspenPlus equilibriumgivesthehighestincreaseof 0.16

MJ/kgCO2 removed.RegardingtheKent-Eisenberg,Li -Matherandrate-basedmodels,the

temperatureof theleanstreamfrom theheatexchangerwasbelow40°Cwhentheflue gas

temperaturevariedfrom 30 - 32°C. Theleancoolerwasthereforenot neededbecauseit is not

beneficialto heattheleanstreambackup to 40°C. Thetemperaturein theleanfeedto the

absorberwasadjustedaccordingly.
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4.2.3 Vapor recompression + split stream

Table4–5 Variationof fluegastemperaturefor vaporrecompression+ split stream

Equivalentenergyconsumption[MJ/kg CO2]

Temperature[°C] 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

HYSYS K-E 3.0 3.01 3.01 3.02 3.03 3.04 3.05 3.07 3.09 3.10 3.12

HYSYS L-M 2.88 2.89 2.91 2.92 2.93 2.95 2.96 2.98 3.00 3.01 3.03

AspenPLUS Eq 3.12 3.04 3.06 3.07 3.09 3.11 3.11 3.14 3.15 3.18 3.17

Figure 4–5 Variationof fluegastemperaturefor vaporrecompression+ split stream

Both of theAspenHYSYSmodelshaveanincreasein equivalentenergyconsumptionwhile

theAspenPlusequilibriummodelhasa slight reductionfrom 30 - 31°C.AspenPlus

equilibriummodelgivesthelowestincreaseof 0.05MJ/kgCO2 removedwhile Aspen

HYSYSLi -Mathergivesthehighestincreaseof 0.15MJ/kg CO2 removed.TheAspenPlus

rate-basedmodelhasnotbeenincludeddueto convergenceproblemsanddifficulties with the

simulation. RegardingbothAspenHYSYSmodels,thetemperatureof theleanstreamfrom

theheatexchangerwasbelow40°Cwhentheflue gastemperaturevariedfrom 30 - 32°C.The

leancoolerwasthereforenot neededbecauseit is notbeneficialto heattheleanstreamback

up to 40°C.Thetemperaturein theleanfeedto theabsorberwasadjustedaccordingly.
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4.3 Various parameters 
Due to time consuming simulations, the valve outlet pressure and flue gas temperature were 
the only parameters that were varied in these simulations. A more complete study of 
parameter variation would include variation of Murphree efficiency, lean flow rate and 
number of stages. In Aspen HYSYS the number of stages in the absorber have been 
maximized for vapor recompression and vapor recompression combined with split stream. 

In Aspen Plus, however, number of stages in the absorber has been kept constant at 10 stages. 
This is due to the complexity of the program and difficulties running simulations.  
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5 Discussion 
 

There has been performed a lot of work on simulating CO2 capture at TUC. However, most of 
this work is focusing on one simulation tool at the time and Aspen HYSYS has been the 
preferred tool.  

For the base case, a ΔT = 10°C in the rich/lean heat exchanger has been used in earlier studies 
performed at TUC. The minimum temperature approach was then decreased to 5°C when 
simulating other configurations. In all the cases in this thesis, including base case, simulations 
was performed using a ΔT = 5°C. The reason for this is to get a better perspective on the 
improvement when simulating other configurations.  

Kent-Eisenberg- and Li-Mather model gave approximately the same results, but the Li-
Mather model was a little bit lower.  

The Kent-Eisenberg model tends to diverge more often when a configuration gets more 
complex. This may affect adjust-operators used in the simulation and manual adjustments 
may be required. Convergence problems occurred in the simulations, especially for vapor 
recompression combined with split stream, and manual adjustments of the lean absorber feed 
and mass fractions was necessary to achieve 85% removal of CO2. As can be seen in the 
spreadsheets in the appendix, the removal efficiency varies from 85.0 – 85.27%. This is due 
to manual adjustments of the lean absorber feed. It is assumed that this difference is negligible 
and that the energy consumption would not be affected. However, there are uncertainties 
connected to this because small changes can have a big effect on different process parameters. 

The Li-Mather model is a more solid model than Kent-Eisenberg. The time for the iterations 
to complete is longer than for the Kent-Eisenberg model, but convergence will most likely be 
achieved. 

In order to convert compressor duty to equivalent steam consumption, an efficiency of 0.25 
was assumed. A further study on this efficiency and its accuracy should be performed. 

The vapor recompression configuration has been simulated like described in chapter 2.7.  

Outlet temperature of the compressor is calculated to 170.7 – 173.8°C. In literature, it is said 
that the compressed vapor returns to the reboiler at 2 bar and 120°C. It is uncertain what 
extent this temperature difference will have on the reboiler duty. There are several solutions 
for cooling down the compressed vapor. By using a cooler after the compressor, the 
temperature can be decreased to 120°C. When doing this, the vapor will condense and 
approximately 95% of the flow will be liquid. By injecting liquid instead of vapor back into 
the reboiler, the reboiler duty will increase.  

Another solution is to compress the vapor in several steps and have water injection in between 
the compressor stages. A problem by doing this is that when compressing a vapor flow from 1 
bar to 2 bar, the amount of compressor stages required are low. Uncertainties on how to 
handle the high temperature are high and a further study should be performed. A study on 
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degradation of MEA should also be performed regarding the conditions of the compressed 
vapor in these simulations. 

Espen Hansen is one of few who have compared different simulation tools.  

Uncertainties are connected to comparing the results in this thesis with results from Espen 
Hansen(Hansen 2011). He used a ΔT = 10°C in the rich/lean heat exchanger while a ΔT = 
5°C was used in this thesis.  

For the equilibrium model in Aspen Plus, Espen Hansen used the rate-based example file 
located in the AspenTech folder. This file contains old parameter sets. An electrolyte insert 
file was used for this thesis, which resulted in lower energy consumption. A description about 
this electrolyte insert file can be found in chapter 3.1.2.  

For the rate-based model, Espen Hansen experienced problems with the rich/lean heat 
exchanger. Two heaters were used instead with approximately the same duty.  

A HeatX unit was used in the simulations in this thesis and convergence problems occurred.  

To get the HeatX model to converge, the section diameter of the desorber was increased to a 
point where convergence was achieved. The section diameter was then reduced to its original 
value later in the simulation. This resulted in lower energy consumption compared with Espen 
Hansen. The difference in energy consumption was calculated to approximately 0.2 MJ/kg 
CO2. It was stated that the optimum pressure before compression was 1.2 bar for all the cases. 
From the profiles in chapter 4.1 it can be seen that this may not be the case.  

For vapor recompression using the Aspen Plus rate-based model, the equivalent energy 
consumption increases when increasing the pressure from 1.1 – 1.2 bar. Rate-based 
calculations proved to be very difficult so this will most likely have an impact on the results.  

For vapor recompression combined with split stream using Kent-Eisenberg, the equivalent 
energy consumption increases when the pressure is increased from 1.01 – 1.2 bar. In complex 
configurations, divergence occurred more often when using Kent-Eisenberg. This resulted in 
uncertainties regarding the accuracy of manual adjustments.  

When the flue gas temperature was varied for vapor recompression combined with split 
stream using the Aspen Plus equilibrium model, the equivalent energy consumption decreased 
by 0.08 MJ/kg CO2 when the temperature was increased from 30 - 31°C. This result is 
relatively small and may be a result of manual adjustments and the complexity of the 
configuration. Except for the Aspen Plus equilibrium model, all cases showed the same trend 
when varying the flue gas temperature. Temperature variation for vapor recompression 
combined with split stream using the rate-based calculations was not included. This was 
because of the difficulties of using the rate-based model.  

The reason for including the combination of vapor recompression and split stream in this 
thesis was the reduction potential for the vapor recompression- and split stream configuration. 
Christian Berg et.al calculated an improvement of 0.65 MJ/kg CO2 for split stream compared 
to the base case. They calculated an improvement of 1.0 MJ/kg CO2 for vapor recompression 
compared to the base case. 
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The combination of the two configurations was therefore simulated to see if the reduction 
potential was greater or lower than the separate configurations. 

This was not the case. The equivalent energy consumption for the combination was between 
0.1- 0.3 MJ/kg CO2 higher than that of vapor recompression. 

The reason for this can be a combination of several things. The flow rate of the compressed 
vapor entering the reboiler is less, about 40%, than in that of vapor recompression. The stream 
entering the desorber has a larger flow rate, which is about 80000 kg/h, than in that of vapor 
recompression. A higher flow rate into the desorber will lead to a higher steam demand for 
the reboiler but will also result in greater heat loss in the rich/lean heat exchanger.  

When comparing the cases, it can be seen that the energy consumption for the Kent-
Eisenberg, Li-Mather and the Aspen Plus equilibrium model are approximately the same for 
all configurations. The rate-based calculations are approximately 0.8 – 1.0 MJ/kg CO2 higher 
in all the configurations. This is because of the example file that was used for the rate-based 
calculations, which contains a different set of parameters compared to electrolyte insert file 
used in the equilibrium simulations. 
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6 Conclusion 
Three different configurations were simulated using two different simulation tools, Aspen 
HYSYS and Aspen Plus. The configurations that were simulated were a base case, vapor 
recompression and vapor recompression combined with split stream. Kent-Eisenberg and Li-
Mather were used in the Aspen HYSYS simulations while eNRTL (electrolyte Non-Random 
Two-Liquid) was used for the equilibrium and rate-based calculations in the Aspen Plus.  

The CO2 removal efficiency was kept constant at 85% in all cases. A Murphree efficiency of 
0.25 was used in almost all cases. Murphree efficiency was not used in the rate-based 
simulations due to the presence of ionic species. In all Aspen HYSYS simulations besides for 
the base case, 15 stages were used in the absorption column. For the Aspen Plus simulations, 
10 stages were used in absorption column. A ΔT = 5°C was used in the rich/lean heat 
exchanger for all simulations.  

The energy consumption for the standard configuration was calculated to 3.37 – 4.26 MJ/kg 
CO2. The Aspen Plus equilibrium model calculated the lowest energy consumption while the 
Aspen Plus rate-based model calculated the highest.  

The equivalent energy consumption for the vapor recompression configuration was calculated 
to 2.92 – 3.82 MJ/kg CO2. The equivalent energy consumption is equal to reboiler duty + 4 
times compressor duty.  The Aspen HYSYS Li-Mather model calculated the lowest 
equivalent energy consumption while the Aspen Plus rate-based model calculated the highest. 
The optimum pressure before compression was found to be 1.2 bar for except for the rate-
based calculation of vapor recompression combined with split stream.  

The equivalent energy consumption for vapor recompression combined with split stream was 
calculated to 3.0 – 4.1 MJ/kg CO2. The Aspen HYSYS Li-Mather model calculated the lowest 
energy consumption while the Aspen Plus rate-based model calculated the highest. The 
pressure before compression was kept at 1.2 bar. 

The different models and tools calculated an improvement in equivalent energy consumption 
for vapor recompression varying from 0.2 – 0.5 MJ/kg CO2. The Aspen Plus equilibrium 
model calculated the lowest improvement while Kent-Eisenberg and Li-Mather calculated the 
highest.  For vapor recompression combined with split stream, the improvement was 
calculated to 0.15 – 0.39 MJ/kg CO2. The Aspen Plus rate-based model calculated the lowest 
improvement while Aspen HYSYS Li-Mather model calculated the highest. This process 
configuration proved difficult to simulate using the rate-based model.  

The results indicate that the vapor recompression configuration is considered to be the most 
reasonable configuration for reducing the energy consumption. This is in agreement with 
earlier studies. The most optimum process configuration and most optimum process 
parameters were calculated to be the same in almost all the simulation models.  
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Appendix B: Aspen HYSYS base case spreadsheet 

Appendix C: Aspen HYSYS vapor recompression spreadsheet 

Appendix D: Aspen HYSYS vapor recompression combined with split stream spreadsheet 
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AppendixB AspenHYSYSbasecasespreadsheet

Figure B–1 Spreadsheetfor basecaseusingKent-Eisenberg

Figure B–2 Spreadsheetfor basecaseusingLi-Mather
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AppendixC AspenHYSYSvaporrecompressionspreadsheet

Figure C–1 Spreadsheetfor vaporrecompressionusingKent-Eisenberg

Figure C–2 Spreadsheetfor vaporrecompressionusingLi-Mather
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AppendixD AspenHYSYSvaporrecompression+ split stream

spreadsheet

Figure D–1 Spreadsheetfor vaporrecompression+ split streamusingKent-Eisenberg

Figure D–2 Spreadsheetfor vaporrecompression+ split streamusingLi-Mather


